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ABSTRJ,CT

Bursting pressures for tr,renty knitted fabrics obtained using a Hoff-

rnan/Turner nini-probe tesËer and a mini-Mullen diaphragm tesËer are con-

pared. The results indicate that the l"Iullen tester gives more precise

results of greater magnitude than the Hoffman/Turner Lester. Iloffman/

Turner results are shown to be probe size dependent" Mullen results are

shown to be independent of rate of testing. Evidence to show that

bursting strength behavior may vary with knít type is presented. A con-

version table for the estimatíon of resulÈs gíven by one tester based

on Èhe results of the other is presented. Practical eonsiderations in

the use of the Èwo testers are discussed and suggesEions are rnade of

li7ays to facilitate Mu1len tesÈing

-1r1-
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Strength testing

tile materials " In

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

an important aspect of quality control of tex-

knitted textile industry, strength is assessed

through deternination of the force or pressure requíred to distend a

fabric to rupture when the force is applied at right angles Ëo the fab-

ric under specified conditions (ASTM, 1980a; ASTM, 1980b).

Two types of testers are widely used to evaluate the bursting

strength of textile maEerials (1)diaphragn bursting testers such as the

B.F. Perkins Mullen tester (ASTM, 1980a; CGSB, 1977b; IS0, I974b; BSI,

1972) and (2)ba11 bursting testers such as the attachments for the Scott

Tensile Tester and the Tnstron Tensile Tester (ASTM, l980b; CGSB, L977c;

United SÈates Federal TesÈ Method Standard Nrüuber 191, Method 5120,

1968). While these tvro testers have proven satisfactory for the quali-

Ëy control testing of most knitted fabrics, they are unsuitable for use

when only small specl-mens are available for testing (see Tables I and

2).

Both Model A and Model C Mullen testers have an aperture of approxi-

Dately 31 rnm diameter and requíre that specimens be at least 125 rn¡n in

diame¡er for testing (ASTM, 1980a; CGSB, 1977b). Test methods requiring

use of the ball burst apparatus for the Scott Tester require that speci-

mens be of sufficient size Èo extend beyond the outside edge of the ring

clamp mechanism (ASTM, 1980a; CGSB, 1977c)" The clamping mechanism of

t-s

the
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2

the ball bursting apparatus for the Instron Tensile Tester has an inter-

nal diameter of 44.45 .003 mn" Specimens of several centimeters larger

diameter are required for testing purposes (United StaEes Federal Test

t"lethod Standard 191, Number 5I20, 1968). Specimens of this síze are

not available from some knitted products, for example, vascular prothes-

es and knítted trims.

Table I

Specimen Size Required for Selected Díaphragm-Type Bursting
Strength Methods for Knitted Fabrics

Test Method Aperture Díameter
(mm)

Recommended Specimen Size
(rnm)

ASTM D3786-79 31 + 0.75

cAN2-4.2-M77 30.48 + 0.02
Method 11.1

BS 47682L972 30.5 + 0.05
or 113 nrn

30.5 + 0.05
or 113 mm

1"25 x 125 mm square or L25
mm diameter if circular

Smallest dimension of
specimen musË be at least
15 mm greater than Ëhe
outside diameter of the
ring clamp mechanism of
the testing machíne

none recommended

rso 2960 none recommended



Table 2

Specimen Size Required for Selected Ball-Bursting Type
BursËing Strength Methods for Knitted Fabrics

Test Method Aperture Diameter Recommended Specimen Size
(.nm) (r*)

ASTM D3787-79 44.450 + 0"025 Of sufficíent size to extend
beyond the outside edge of
the ríng clamp mechanism of
the testing machine

CAN2-4.2-1177 44.45 + 0.02 Snallest specimen dimension
Method l-1.2 must be at least 15 mm

greater than the outsíde
diameter of the ring clamp
mechanism of the tesÈing
machine

none recommendedUnÍted StaËes 44.5
Federal Test
Method Standard
191, Number 5L20,
1968



1.1 STATEMENT OF TITE PROBLEM

The problem of noÈ beíng able to test snaller specimens using the

regular diaphragm-type or ball bursting-type of Èester has been ad-

dressed by Guidoin et al. (1978) and Hoffrnan and Turner (1975)" Guidoin

et al. have designed a ne\¡r specimen holder for use with the Mullen tes-

ter, the ne\¡r unit being called a mini-Mullen. Ìloffman and Turner have

designed a mini-probe apparatus for use on an Instron in place of a reg-

ular ball burst.ing apparatus. The mini-Mullen has a Ëest aperture diam-

eter of 11.30 mn. The I{offman/Turner mini-probe tester has a test aper-

ture diameter of 11.20 rnm" Both are in use for the sËrength testing of

knitted vascular prostheses. Both are also being considered for use ín

an international standard for synÈhetic tubular vascular prosthesis

(rso,1980).

To date, little work has been published on the two test.ers. Several

different tesË conditions are possible with each tester. Little work

has been done to establish differences in results obtained using these

different test conditíons, Also, it is not known if results obtained

from Èhe two testers are equivalent, if results obtained from the two

testers are reproducible, oï if one tesÈer gives more precise results

than the other where these terms are used according to the definitions

noted in the following section.



L"2 DEFINITION OF TERMS

equivalent - results vrhich are equal in magnitude are considered

t.o be equivalenË. For Èhe purpose of this project, results will

be considered equal in magnitude if they are not significantly

different at the.0l level.

reproducibility - if results obtained from a test instrument are

reproducible,. measuring the same set of objeets again and again

with the same or a comparable measuring instrument will yield the

same or similar results. Differen¡ operators should obtain com-

parable resulÈs (Kerlinger, 1965). For the purpose of this pro-

ject, resulÈs will be considered to be reproducible if results

obÈained by two different operators are not significantly differ-

ent aË the '01 level.

preclsion - refers Ëo the relative lack of spread of values ob-

tained and is defined either by comparing measures of total vari-

ance (standard deviations, variances, standard errors of the

mean) or by comparing Eeasures of random error. The Canadian

General Standards Board (1977> states Èhat precision is an indi-

cation of the abílity of a method to deÈecÈ snall differences and

gives an indication of the number of replicate specimens needed

to give an average value thaÈ is reproducible. No absolute ac-

ceptable level of precision has been defíned. A 5 percent coef-

ficient of varíation, however, is not considered unusual for tex-

tile nâÈerials (Canpbell, 1981)"

2"
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This

I

OBJECTIVES

study was designed:

. to determine whether the Hoffrnan/Turner tester and the nini-Mul-

len tester give equivalent results when used according to specif-

ic test methods to test selected knitted fabrics

to deterrnine if equivalent bursting strength results are ob-

tained using the three sizes of diameter of probes for the Hoff-

man/Turner test.er and if equivalent bursting strength results are

obËaÍned using the two purnping rates for the mini-l"ful len tester

when used according to specifie tesË meËhods to test selected

knitted fabrics

to determine whether the nini-Mullen gives more precise results

than the nini-probe tester or vice versa when both are used ac-

cording to specific test meÈhods to test the bursting strength of

selected knitted fabrics

to develop a conversion table for approximate conversion of re-

sults from one rnethod Èo another (and from one tesË condition to

another among the three sizes of probes for the Hoffrnan/Turner

t.ester and between the two speeds of test for the rninf-Mullen

tester) íf equivalent results are not obÈained using the Hoffrnan/

Turner and míni-ìfullen testers.

The results of this study will eontribute to filling a void ín the

current literature, will help those ínvolved in qualíty conLrol testing

of knítted fabrics to compare measures obtained using the two tesËers'

and will provide infornation to assist those responsible for erriting na-

tional and international sÈandards for vascular prostheses.

t
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Chapter II

P.EVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapÈer describes the principles of diaphragn and ball-bursting

testers , and the mini-Mullen and Hoffman/Turner testers. Previous work

done to compare diaphragrn and ball (probe) testers is then examined.

l"lachine factors which could affect bursting strength results are also

reviewed

2.t

2"1

PRINCIPTES OF DIA?I{RAGM AND BALL (PROBE) BURSTING TESTERS

" I qi=pÏtlgt Testers

Diaphragn testers consist of a chamber for non-compressible liquid

or gas, with a circular aperture of given diarneter on top. The circu-

lar aperture is covered with a rubber diaphragn. A fabric specimen is

clarnped over the diaphragm \,rith a ring clamp having the saue size aper-

ture as the test chamber so that the two apertures are concentric"

Pressure in the test chamber is increased at a constant rate to cause

distension of the rubber diaphragm and bursting of the fabric specimen.

The bursËing pressure of the fabric is recorded on a dual pointer Bour-

don pressure gauge by a needle indicating maximum deflection (see Fig.

1). 1-he pressure required to raise the rubber diaphragm to the height

at which the fabric bursts is then measured and subtracted from this Ëo-

tal pressure to give the bursting sÈrength of the specimen.

-7-



BOURDON
PRESSURE GAUGE

FABRIC SPECIMEN

RUBBER
DIAPHRAGM

NON-COMPRESSIBLE
LIQUID OR GAS Ð

TEST CHAMBER

Fig. 1. Principle of Diaphragm Type Testers (adapted from Booth, 1961)

The pressure required to raise the diaphragn alone uay be determined

in one of two ways. In Èhe first instance, a deflectometer rnay be used

to record the distension of the fabric specimen aË any given applied

pressure (ccsn, r977b; rS0, 1974b; BSr, 1972). The height of distension

at the point of fabric bursÈ can t.hus be recorded. AfLer a specÍmen is

burst, it is removed from the fabric clamp and burst pressure is allowed

to return to zero. Then the diaphragn ís distended to the height at

burst agaín l-n order Ëo detennine that portion of the toÈal bursting

pressure which lras necessary for distension of the rubber diaphragm

alone" This pressure is then subtracted from the total pressure to give

the bursting strengËh of the specimen. The alternative nethod involves

holding the bursting pressure constanË immediately after the specimen

has failed (ASTI4, 1980a). The clarnping plate over the specimen is Èhen

released and the pressure required to ralse the diaphragm alone, as ín-

\T/
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dicated by the position of the primery gauge pointer, is then recorded

and subtracted from the total pressure to give the bursting strength of

the speeimen"

2"r,2 Ball (!rolg) lg¡gqilg Igxt=Ie

Ball bursting testers consist of an attachment by which a fabríc

specímen 1s held in an annular clamp having a test aperture of known in-

Ëerna1 diameter. The clanping apparatus is mounted on a constanÈ-rate-

of-traverse tensile tester. A metal ball of specified diameter is

forced through the fabric at a given rate" Probe testers work on the

same principle. In the probe test a probe of given diameter with a hen-

ispherical end is forced through the fabric, rather than a metal bal1.

The maximum force requÍred Ëo push the probe or ball through the fabric

is recorded as the bursting strength of Ëhat specimen.

2"2 A DESCRIPTION OF T}lE MINI-MULLEN AND HOFFMAN-TURNER PROBE TESTERS

2"2"I The Mini-Mull-en

The rníni-Mull-en tester consists of a rnodif ied specirnen holder (Fig.

2) and special diaphragns Èo be used \{ith a Model A Mullen tester" The

special specinen holder has an aperture of 11.30 mn diameter rather

Èhan the regular 31 nn diarneter. The specimen holder consists of a top

and a bottom p1aÈe. The inner surfaces of the plates are grooved which

prevents fabric slippage during testing and liroits the area of fabric

under test. LocaÈing pins ensure that the apertures in the plates are

exactly aligned when the plates are together. The surfaces of the

clamps and any edges r¡hich night cause a cutLing action are rounded to



prevenÈ specimen damage. The aperture edge

is bevelled to ensure that excessive strain

10

the lo¡ver clamping plate

not put on the diaphragn

of

l-s

during testing"

Iabríc specimens Ëo be tested are placed face up between the upper

and lower specimen plates. The rnodified specimen holder is then clamped

in place between the regular Model A clarnping plates in such a way that

the holder aperture is centered over the regular aperture.



Upper Clarnping Surface

GROOVED SURFACË

Fig. 2. Modífíed Specímen Holder for the Mullen Tester

DOWEL PIN

Lower Clamping Surface

20.3 mm

H
H
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Regular texËile diaphragrns supplied for use with the Model A Mullen

IÈester' lack the flexibility for use with the reduced size of aperture

of the nodified specimen holder of Ëhe rnini-l"1u11en; therefore, different

diaphragrns are required. Diaphragms cut from latex sheeting (.012 ínch

thick extra heavy gauge white rubber dara rnaterial) available from The

Hygenic Corporation (1245 Horne Ave., Akron, Ohio 443f0) were used in

this project. If four thicknesses of the latex sheeting membrane are

used together with a thin layer of glycerine (four drops spread evenly

between each layer) the resulting composite membrane withstands up to

Lwenty-three consecutive bursts (550 570 psi range) before failing.

Fewer thicknesses of membrane and use of more or less glycerine between

each of the four layers of membrane resulËs ín frequent membrane fail-

ure. Use of fewer membranes results in membrane failure after less than

five specimen bursÈs in the 550 - 570 psi range. Use of more glycerine

between membrane layers resulÈs in an unusual phenomenon ín which t.he

top membranes fail after being forced through the fabric in a pin-hole

failure pattern. In a regular failure patÈern, the membrane is forced

through the fabric in one spot only r¡ith consequent yarn and fibre rup-

ture. In a pin-hole pattern, the membrane is forced through one or more

interstitial space beEween yarns in the fabric" If the test is allowed

Èo proceed, the membrane bursts rather than the fabric" It is suggesÈed

that this behavior nighÈ result from stress concentrations set uP in the

upper membranes due to glycerine being forced towards the niddle of Ëhe

membranes as the test proceeds" Too little or no glycerine between the

I' Diaphragm model A-12 305T available from Noram Quality Control and Re-
search Ltd., 103 Gun, Pointe Claire, Que., or B.F.Perkins, A Division
of Roehlen Industries, 939 Chicopee St., Box 366, Chicopee, Mass.
0 102r
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membranes results in air pockets and uneven stress concentrations being

set up across membranes as they are not free to slide over one another

during testing. The stress concentrations lead Ëo premature membrane

failure.

2.2,2 The Hoffnan/Turner Mini-Probe Tester

The lloffrnan-Turner mini-probe Èester (see Fig. 3) consists of two Ba-

jor parËs A) a specimen holder and B) a I0.2 x 10.2 x 10.2 crn compres-

sion cage (available from W.C.Dillon Co., 14620 Keswick St., Van Nuys,

Ca. 91407).

The test specimen is placed in the specimen holder" The specimen

holder is mounted ín the compression cage and connected to the load cell

of the tensile machine. The probe is attached Èo the compression cage

and connected to the movable cross-head. tr{hen the cross-head is low-

ered, the probe is pulled downward against the test specimen. A record-

ing device linked to a stral-n gauge índicates the force required to

drive the probe downward until the specimen ruptures.



I4

Fig.
tn

3. The Hoffman/Turner Mini-Probe TesËer MounËed
-JA - ñ--!--¿l ICIISIIC ICljLCI
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The specimen holder (see Fig. 4) consists of an upper and a lower

clanping p1ate. A recessed O-ring on the lower plate clamps test speci-

mens seeurely against the upper plaËe and lírnits the area of specimen

under test. An adjustable locating screw on the lower plate facílitates

alignurent of the apertures in the upper and 1ov¡er plates and may be ad-

justed to accomodate different thicknesses of specimens. Probes of

0,64,0"79 arrd 0.95 crn diameter are available for use with Lhe t.ester.



Upper Clamping Surface Lower Clamping Surface

Flg. 4. SpecÍrnen Holder for Hoffman/Turner Mini-Probe Tester

RECESSED GASKET
25.4 nvn O.D

l9.O mm 1.D.

ADJUSTABLE
LOCATING SCREW

H
o\
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2"3 PR-EVIOUS I*IORK DONE TO COÞÍPARE DIAPHRAGM AND BALL-BURSTING TESTERS

2"3 "r 9oe¿e¡eÞ¡lily Studies

The literature contains no studies designed to determine r,¡hether

equivalent results are obtained using Ehe mini-Mullen and the Hoffman/

Turner testers. Previous work to compare results obtained using a con-

ventional diaphragm versus a ball bursting tester has been lirnited"

Norwick (1953, I975) makes reference to (1) an interlaboratory test car-

ried out by ASTI-1 in which it was deter¡nined that Ëhe standard bursting

test by ball and the standard diaphragn method gave different results

(1975) and (2) an interlaboratory test carried out by the U.S. National

Bureau of Standards 1n which it was determined that the two instruments

gave significantly different results. He further points out, however,

that Ehe validity of the latter test is questíonable as results indicat-

ed that the roachines used for testing r{ere uncalibrated ( 1962) and that

it is unlikely that ful1 results of the ASTl"f interlaborat,ory tesÈing

have been published (1980). Further attempts Ëo locate the results of

the ASTM study have been unsuccessful (personal communications with Dr.

B. Slaten, and Mr. Al Delman, present and past chainnen of ASTM subcom-

mittee DI3-59 on bursting strength, August 6, I9B0)" The most recent

ASTM test methods relating to bursting strength (ASTI,1 Designations D3786

and ASTM D3787) do staLe, however, thaË the value of the bursting

sËrength of knitted goods can only be defÍned in terns of a specific

test method (AST|'1, L979) "
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No studies have been found in the literature on the reproducibility

or precision of results obtained using the mini-Mul1en and the nini-

probe tester. ASTM Designation D3787 (1979) states, however, that the

precision of Method D3787 for bursting strength of knitted goods using a

ball bursting aËtachment for the constant-rate-of-traverse (CRT) tensile

testing machine is being deterrnined. As well, a precision statement for

the repeated testing of fabrics of spun yarn in circular knits and for

fílarnent yarns in tricot knits is included in ASTM Designation D 3786

(1979): Standard Test Method for Hydraulic Bursting Strength of Knítted

Goods and Nonwoven Fabrics - Diaphragm Bursting Strength Tester Method.

2.3 "3 Different Sized Probes

Hof fman and Turner (L979), using probes of 0.64, 0.79, and 0.95 cm.

diameter, in an aperture of constant diameter, showed that as the diame-

ter of the probe increases, Ëhe observed bursting sLrength values in-

crease. The same effect has been noted with results obtained using the

conventional ball-bursting tester with an aperture of constant diameter

and balls with the díameters increasing frorn 1.91 to 3.Bl ín 0.64 crn in-

crements (tab1e 1, Lrlhitcomb 1928, pp" 44)"

qt"4!gE s9!.br¿!\i"s !l]g Ef!ç_q! of lÞi"g
O" åq5!¿nå _Q.!t"qg!Þ Results
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2"4

2.4 "r

FACTORS AFFECTING BURSTING STRENGT}I ì,IEASUREMENTS

FacËors Affecting the Results of
Iteas,treuents

Mullen Bursting SËrength

Machine factors which could affect the results of bursting strength

Beasurenents obtained using Mu11en testers are well documented (Athey,

1980; Norwick, I975; BSI, 1974; Garner'- 1967; Booth, 196l; Jacobsen,

1961; Lomax,1961; Skinkle,1949; Tuck, Faichney and Masonr l953; Tuck

and Mason, 1949; Davis and Howards, 1936; Foster, L925). These include

diameter of the test aperture, rate of loading, properties of the rubber

diaphragn, air in the tester, gauge inaccuracies, clamping pressure and

conditions and Èhe weight of the deflecËometer disc, if used. Each of

Èhese factors will be discussed in turn.

2.4.I"L Test Aperture Diameter

That the use of a Mullen tester with a larger diameter gives lor¿er

mean bursting strength values has long been recognized (Norwíck, I975;

ISO, 1974; BSI, I974; Garner, 1967; Lomax, 1961; Skinkle,1949; Davis

and Edwards, 1936; Foster, 1925). Garner (1967) states Lhat using the

Mullen with a 3"05 rnm aperËure rather than the larger 31 ¡nm aperture can

give bursting strength results 10 - 25 percent hígher, and that using a

101.6 mm aperÈure will give figures much less than one-half of the 31 nm

aperture Mu11en results. The lower rnean of bursting strength may be ex-

pected since the area of the test sample increases as the square of its

diameter so Èhat the chance of including a weak part of the fabric in

Ëhe test is greater (Davis and Edwards, 1936). It follows that disper-

sion of the readings will íncrease with reduction of the test dianet.er.
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2"4"I"2 Rate of Loading

The rate of l-oading nay have a considerable influence on the tensile

strength shown by textile materials" Too rapid applicatíon of stress

can give inflated values (lforton, 1962). However, in bursting strengt.h

testing, the rate of loading does not appear to affect the result to an

appreciable degree (Lornax, 1961)" All of the standard test methods ex-

amined require that the rat.e of loading be as specified, or that the the

raËe of loading used be specified.

2"4"L,3 Properties of the Rubber Diaphragm

The rubber diaphragm is interposed between the fabric and the liquid

under pressure. Therefore, parË of the total pressure required to burst

a specimen is that required to raise Ëhe díaphragm to its heighÈ at

fabric burst. As elastic properties of the diaphragm are known to vary

with age, usage (I,rrhiËcornb, I92B) and height of distention (Lomax, 1961),

it is necessary, for each specimen tested, to measure the pressure re-

quired to raise Ëhe díaphragm alone to the height at bursting pressure.

2"4"I.4 Air 1n the Tester

Air in the tesÈ chamber of the Mullen may cause artificially low

test results. The problem arises because air can be compressed with in-

creasing pressure, unlike the noncompressible liquid (glycerine or ethy-

lene glycol) ín the test chamber" As pressure in the test chamber ís

increased, the effecÈive purnping rate of the liquíd is lowered, result-

ing ín decreased bursÈing strength values (Tuck and Mason, 1949) " A
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meEhod of removing trapped air ís described in the B.F" Perkins manual

accompanying Ëhe l"Iullen and by Tuck and Mason (1949).

2.4.1"5 Gauge Inaccuracies

Tuck, Faichney and Mason (1953) and Tuck and Mason (1949) have de-

scribed factors affecting the accuracy of Mu1len gauges including (1)

inertia of the gauge mechanism, (2) frictíon in the gauge mechanism' (3)

the rate of increase of pressure and (4) gauge expansibíIity. Some of

these errors, for example constant gauge devíations, gauge deviations

proportional to the applied pressure and deviations due to incorrect

cont.ours or worn pinion or secLor teeth, sticking bearings and dirty

mechanisms, can be detecËed by calibration vrith a deadweight tester.

Other errors are only detectable using dynamic calibration techniques,

for example, (i) fricËional error due to the needle indicating the de-

flection exerting a pressure on the statíc pressure needle mechanism and

(2) an overshoot error caused by the needle indicating the maximum de-

flection tendíng to continue in motion after the fabric bursts. Tuck

and Mason (1949) state that Èhe dynamic errors in well adjusted gauges

are in the order of 2 percent and are generally high because of needle

overthrow and that those of badly adjusted gauges can be considerably

higher.

Gauge expansibility, defined as Èhe amount of liquid entering the

gauge Bourdon tube per unit increase in pressure when no air is present'

is deterrnined through use of a dílaËometer.
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2"4"I"6 Weight of the DeflecËometer Disc

If the deflectometer disc is used and is excessively heavy, error in

distension neasurements can result due to decreased diaphragrn exten-

sion. Few researchers have examined the effect of the weight of the

disc, however Tuck and Mason (1936) concluded that it had a negligible

effect on results for paper testing. A deflectometer r¡Ias noÈ used ín

this project.

2"4"I.7 Clamplng Pressure and I'fethods

Adequat.e clanping pressure is necessary to prevent slippage of the

fabric specimen. Too high a clamping pressure can result in darnage to

the fabríc during test and an excessive number of discarded specimens

due to jaw breaks. Clarnping surfaces must be uniform to prevent specimen

slippage" The apertures of clamping surfaces must also be concentric to

prevenË jaw breaks.

2.4"I.8 Gauge Accuracy

Mu1len Helicoid gauges are accurate to

range.

.005 percent of the scale

2,4 "2 Factors Affecting ResulÈs of Burstíng Strength Measurements
Obtained Usíng the Minl-Probe Tester

2.4"2"I Factors Common To The Mini-Mullen Tester

Machine factors which could affect the resulËs of bursting strength

measurements obtained using the roini-probe tester that are comnon to the

miní-Mullen tester include diameter of the test aperture, Ëhe raËe of

loading and the clarnping pressure. These possible effects are de-

scribed above. Other factors which could affect test results include
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diameter of the probes, alignment of the probes in the aperture, surface

smoothness of the probes and accuracy of the Instron' Each of Èhese

factors will be discussed in turn.

2"4"2"2 Diameter of Èhe Test Probe

Hoffroan and Turner (1975), using probes of 0"64,0"79, and 0.95 cn

diameter in an aperture of constant diameter, showed that as the diane-

ter of the probe increases, the observed bursting strength values in-

crease. The same effect has been noLed with results obtained usíng the

convenËional ball-bursting tester with an aperture of constant diameter

and ball diameter increasing from 1.91 to 3.Bl in 0.64 cID increments

(Table 1, I.Ihitcomb 1928, pp. 44)"

2"4"2.3 Alignment of the Probes In The AperÈure

Results of prelininary trials in the University of Manitoba Textile

Testing Laboratory índicate that mísalignment of a probe in the aperture

can lead to less precise results and jaw breaks.

2"4"2"4 Surface Smoothness of the Probes

Rough spots on Ëhe probes could lead to

roneous bursÈing strength results with the

result of fibres being cut.

non-unifontr stressing and er-

fabric bursts occurring as a

TM Tensile Tester is

of the recorder scale

crosshead accuracy is

2.4"2"5 Accuracy of the InsÈron

The load weighÍng accuraey of

0"5 percent of the indicated load

in use, whichever is greater, for

Èhe Instron Model

ox 0"25 percenË

all ranges. The



beËter than I

response of Ehe

3.0 seconds for

percent for all crosshead speeds and 1oads.

graphic strip chart recorder is 1.0 second full

0.5 percent dynamic accuracy.
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3"1.1

A

Chapter III

METHODOLOGY

The test equipment used, methods of testing, selection of sarnples and

specimens, and nethods of analysis are described in this chapter.

rESr EAqiPMEU

The Mini-Probe TesÈer

nini-probe tester similar to Ehat designed by Hoffman and Turner

r,ras constructed for this project, using a tr^I.C. Dillon Co. compression

cage (14620 Keswick St., Van Nuys, Ca" 91407). Two minor design modifi-

cations trere introduced to provide an easier r^ray to center the probes in

the test aperture (see Fig. 5). First, A11en scrervs were inserted in

the lower clanping plate of the specimen holder to a1low minor adjust-

menÈs of the position of the boÈtom clamping plate. Secondly, a center-

ing device \^7as constructed for each probe to aid in checking its a1ígn-

ment in the test holder aperture, as well as the alignrnent of the two

-2plates.

Construction of Ëhe specimen holder and
holder and cage vras by CenÈral Instrument
of Manitoba, I{ínnipeg, Manítoba.

probes and assembly of the
Services aÈ the UniversitY

-25-
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Fig. 5. Fabric Clamp for Mini-Probe
for Adjustment of Posítion of Lower
CenterÍng Devíce for Probes
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Snoothness of the finished probes vras assessed according Èo General

Electric Roughness Standards - Catalogue No. 342X61 (on loan courtesy of

Dominion Brídge Co. Ltd., 845 Logan Ave., Wínnipeg, Manitoba). All

probes were gíven a roughness range rating of 4-16 microinches (I micron

x 39.37008) r¿hen viewed under North Sky Daylight"

3"I"2 The Mini-Mullen TesÈer

Mini-Mullen bursting strength results rvere obÈained using a B.F.

Perkins Model A Mullen tester. Two different motors \.iere purchased for

use with Ëhe Ëester: one with a pumping rate of 17 rnl/nin, the other

rvÍth a punping rate of 170 rnl/min. The punping rate of 17 nl/rnin corre-

sponds Ëo that normally achieved with a l"fodel AD Mu11en tester (a Model

A tester with a deflectometer attachment); while the purnping rate of

170 ml/rnin corresponds with that normally achieved wíth nevrer Model A

Mullen testers (older }4odel A Mullens have a variable speed motor so the

pumping rate can be varied). The motors with purnping rates of 170 nl/

min and 17 ml/nin were chosen as representative of what is currently

available with Model A Mullens. The mini-Mullen specimen holder used

was donated by Dr. R.G. Guidoin, Universíté Laval, Québec City and fa-

bricated at Centre des Recherches Industrielles de Québec, Québec City"

Diaphragm material for the mini-Mullen tester T¡7as supplied in the

forrn of latex sheeting fron The Hygenic Corporation, (1245 Hone Ave.,

Akron, Ohio, 44310),
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3.2

3"2

}ÍETI{ODS OF TESTING

" I Pretesting

Pretesting procedures were designed to determine wheEher results ob-

taíned using the two testers were reproducible and to ensure that test

equipment was functioning properly.

3"2"I"1 EquipmenÈ Check

Mullen gauges r¡ere calibrated statically, dynarnically, and for expan-

sibilíty prior to beginning testing.3 Actual punping rates for the Mu1-

1en motors lrere determined to be 16"3 mI/min and 160.7 nl/rnin accord-

ing to IS0 2758 (IS0, 1974a) over an average of ten trials" Uniformity

of clarnping and concentricity of the clamp apertures of both the mini-

l-lullen and mini-probe testers was checked and found to be satisfactory

accordÍng to the same standard.

The Instron Model TM graphic strip chart recorder pen response and

crosshead accuracy were determined to be within the manufacturer's stat-

ed range (pen response of less Ëhan I second full scale and better t.han

I percent cross-head speed accuracy). The Inst,ron I¡ras calibrated for

load weighing accuracy prior to the testing of each fabric with each

probe. The given load weighing accuracy for the Instron is 0.5 percent

of the indicated l-oad or 0"25 percent of the recorder scale in use'

whichever is greater.

Calibration lras by
570 St. John's Road

the Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada,
, Pointe Claire 720, Quebec H9R 3J9.
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3.2.1.2 Reproducibility TesËing

Twenty specimens of standard aluminum test foil available from the

Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada, (570 St. Johnrs Road,

Pointe Claire 720, Quebec, H9R 3J9) were tested by each of two operators

usíng both the mini-Mullen and Hoffman/Turner mini-probe tester to de-

termine if test methods r¡/ere reproducible. These tests used the three

probe sizes available for use with the Hoffman/Turner tester and one of

the pumping rates available for the Mullen. Foíl was used rather lhan

fabri.c to reduce variability ín results attribuËable to factors other

Ëhan interoperator varíance. All testing was carried out in the stan-

dard atmosphere for testile testing Q0 + loc, 65 + 27" relative humidi-

tv) .

3.2.2. Final TesËing

Thirty specimens \,üere cut for testing for each of the five burstíng

sErength procedures from each fabric (one specimen for each síze of

probe of the Hoffman/Turner Ëester, and one for each Mullen speed). All

testing was carried out in the standard atmosphere for textíle testing.

Specimens were conditioned in the standard atmosphere for forty-eíght

hours prior to testÍng.

3.2.2.I Hoffman/Turner Mini-Probe Tester

The bursting strength (kg force) and time to burst (seconds) rdere re-

corded for each specimen according to a procedure outlined by Hoffman

and Turner (1975). The rate of tesË \,¡as set at L2.70 cm/min for all

fabrics. Specímens lrere placed face dovm for testíng. Probes lÀrere

cleaned by immersion in trichlorethylene afËer every ten specimens Èo
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remove any fllm of oi1 or foreign particles which may have accumulated

during testing according to a procedure noLed in U.S" Federal Test Meth-

od Standard 191, Method 5120: Strength of Cloth; Ball Bursting Method

( 1e68).

3"2"2"2 The Miní-Mullen Tester

The bursting pressure (psi) and time to bursÈ (seconds) were recorded

for each specimen according to ASTI4 D3786-80a. Bursting pressure vlas

recorded as the total pressure required to rupture the specimen minus

the Ëare pressure required to raise the diaphragm alone to its height of

disÈension aÈ specimen burst. Specímens r.rere placed face up for Eest-

ing. Diaphragrns T^rere replaced af ter every five tests.

3.3 SELECTION OF SAI"IPLES AND SPECII'ÍENS

A nonprobability sample of 5B knitted fabrics r¡zas selected from

those available on the Winnipeg market usíng a purposive sampling tech-

nique. Weft knits of single jersey, rib and doubleknit construction and

r^rarp knits of tricot were included ín the sample " Purl , raschel and

pile knits hrere excluded as it is unlikely that they would be used in a

consÈruction thaË would noË a11ow testing in a conventional nanner"

Fabrics containing structural discontinuities, for example lacy effects,

were omitted fron the selection, as such fabrics could introduce uncon-

trollable variation in test results.

As extensibility is known to be a rnajor factor affecting bursting

strength results (etney, 1980; Norwick, 1962, I975; BSI' L974; IS0'

L974; Booth, i961), fabrics were chosen to represent the range of exten-
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sibilities of knitted fabrics available. Extensibility may be defined

as the ease of stretching (Kaswe11, 1961). After purchase, the range of

extensibilities of fabrics acquired was determined using the míni- probe

tester" The 0"95 cro" probe vras arbitrarily selected for use in this

procedure. A constant-time-to-burst principle was employed. The rate

of test was adjusted so that all specimens burst within 20 + 3 seconds.

Two specimens of each fabríc were tesÈed to gíve an average extension at

burst where extension at burst represents the vertical dÍstance the

probe travels frorn a position just above the fabric surface aË the be-

ginning of test Èo the position at \,ihich the fabric bursÈ. Values for

the fifty-eight fabrics ranged from 0.4I cm to 2"07 cm. Extensibility

values ranged fron 0.41 cn to 2'07 cm for the tricot fabrícs, from 0.45

cm to 1.07 cm for the single jersey fabrics, from 0.53 crn to 1.59 crn for

the rib fabrics and 0.55 cm to 0.93 cm for the doubleknit fabrics.

Twenty of the fifty-eíght fabrics were then selected for final test-

ing. To maintain a wide range of extensibilities for warp and weft sub-

groups as well as for the enÈire populaÈion, fabrics were first grouped

according Ëo fabric type (single jersey, rib, doubleknit, or tricot) and

extensibility (see Table 3, Appendix A)" Five fabrics r,¡ere then chosen

from each group using a table of random numbers (Beyer, 1978).

In the tricot, single jersey and rib groups where there were clearly

fabrics outside the "normal range" of extensibilities due to the pres-

ence of elastic or very highly crimped yarns, one of Èhe five fabrics

chosen for each group was randonly chosen from thls category. The oËher

four fabrics were chosen randomly from those remaining" In the double-

kniË group, where all the fabrics appeared to fa11 wiËhín one disËribu-

tion, all fíve fabrics were selecËed randomly.
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A descriptíon of fabric characteristics of the selected fabrics is

found in Table 4" Fabric thickness \¡ras detennined according to Canadi-

an Narionat Srandard CAN2-4 "Z-M77 t"Iethod 37-L977 (CGSB , L977) using a

Frazier Compressometer (Frazier Precision Instrument Coropany' 8913 Glen-

ville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland)" Measurements were obtaíned usíng

t}:e 25.4 mm and 76.2 nm dianeter feet and a pressure of 0.69 kpa. Fab-

ric counÈ was detennined according to Canadian NaËional Standard

CAN2-4.2-M77 MeÈhod 7-1977 (CGSB,1977). Fabric weight !/as determined

according to Canadian National Standard CAN2-4 .2-M77 Method 5.A-1977

(ccsB , 1977) "



Fabríc
Number

L2
25
29
33
37

Type of
Knít

Trlcot

03
OB

L6
43
5B

Table 4

Description of Fabri-c Characterístics*

Single Jersey

Fibre
Content

polyest,er/nylon 20.7
nylon/polyurethane 27,I
nylon/tríacetate L2,5
nylon/triacetate 16.3
polyester/trlacetate L5.4

o4
06
L4
49
50

60/40 cotton/polyester L2.B
cotton/polyester I0.6

80/20 cotton/polyester 2L.7
BO /20 acryLic/polyester 60.2
B0/20 coÈton/polyester 14.0

Fabric Count**
Courses/cm I^Ial-es/cm

RÍb

15
20
24
32
55

100% nylon 7.0
L00% poLyester L4.2

cotton/polyester 12.4
100% nylon L9.2

50/50 cotton/polyester 10.8

*determined according to standard
**Figures noted are the average of

Doubleknit

11.8
27 .4
L2.4
L6,4
15 .5

100% cotton L2.0
L007. poLyesÈer 20.8
polyester /wooL/ acrylic 6.0
100% nylon L2.7
100% polyesÈer LO.z

Fabríc
Mean

L4.4
9.3

L9.6
57 .8
9.7

0.038
0.071
0.052
0.026
0.038

Thlckness,t¡t (crn)
SD

test. methods.
5 observations.

L2.0
34,L
24.2
L6.4
15 .0

0.080
0.189
0. 210
0.198
0.208

.001

.001

.002

.001

.001

Iatreight

G/^2)

l-5 .0
L2.9
5.6

14 .0
5.3

0.160
0.292
0.086
0.097
0.107

134.38
L79.93
151 " 99
83. 78

133.38

.001

.004

.00r

.003

.006

0.085
0.055
O.L7L
0.057
0.113

L69.94
226.90
2l-9 "46
206.LL
242 "06

.005

.004

.001

.001

.002

252.37
402.86
191. 98
787 .75
209.53

.002

.002

.002

.001

.005

L6B "12
152.58
24L,60
95.68

L39 "64

(/)
(¡)
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3.3 " I _sl9g1eg1 Selectiolg

Fabrics were condit.ioned for 48 hours in a standard atmosphereSL +

1oC, 65 + 2% relaËive humidity) prior to speeimen selection. Specimens

were selected according to procedures outlined in ASTM Designations

D3786-B0a and D3787-80a. Thirty specimens, each 40 x 60 mm, v/ere se-

lecÈed and cut from each fabric for each test procedure: one specirnen

for each of Ëhe three sizes of. probes available for use with the rnini-

probe tester and one for each of the two raEes of test used with the

Mullen.

3.4 l,fElggÐq 91 1I4!Igq
3"4.1 Conversion of Results to a Comnon UniÈ

Bursting strength results from the mini-Mullen Ëester and Hoffman/

Turner mini-probe tester were fírst converted Eo common uníts, kilopas-

cals (kPa), by multiplication by the appropriate conversion factor (see

Table 5).

Tab1e 5

Conversion of Mini-Mullen and Hoffrnan/Turner
Mini-Probe Results Ëo Kilopascals (kPa)

Tester Unit of Measure Conversion Factor

Mini-Mu11en

Hoffman/Turner
mini-probe
tesËer

psa

kg force

x 6 .8947 6

x 25.798748+

tgiven thaÈ
area = 2.20

1 kgflm
cm

2=9.80665 Pa and Èhat diameter of test
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3 "5 ASSIJI"IPTIONS

Assumptions have been made thaË:

1. the mini-Mullen and the Hoffnan/Turner nini-probe tester are val-

id instruments for the measurements of bursting strengths of

knitted fabrics and

2. the knitted fabrics selected for testing are representative of

the population frorn which they were chosen"

3"5"1 4=.1¿".g of Agsglle For Each_ Objective

Results for Èhe reproducibility testing on foíl bet\^reen tr,ro opera-

tors were analyzed using an analysis of variance techníque.

Equivalency of bursting strengËh results between the Hoffnan/Turner

and ¡nini-Mullen testers, and beÈween different. test conditions for each

tester \¡ras established through comparison of bursting strength means and

analysis of variance techniques.

The relative precisíon of results obtained using the tv¡o tesÈers was

determined by cornparison of percent coefficient.s of variation calculated

first on the basis of total varíance for each fabric and for each type

of fabric for each test condition, and then on the basis of error vari-

ance (from analysis of- variance data) for each fabric type for the

nini-Mullen and Hoffman/Turner testers"

Pearson product-monent coefficients of correlation llere detenníned

for al1 possible combinations of different Ëest methods, both between

results fron the Hoffnan/Turner and nini-Mullen testers and within test

conditions for each tester, for the twenty fabrics as a whole and for

Èhe four groups of fabrics. Conversion factors for estirnating Ëhe re-
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sults of one tesË condition given the resulËs of another r^Iere developed

lrhere ltstrongttcorrelaEions \¡rere identif ied.

A p(.01 level of significance I^ras chosen for use in all analyses.



Chapter IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of the reproducibility testing with sËandard foil and of the

final testing with the twenty fabrics are presented and discussed in re-

lation to projecÈ objectíves. Possible reasons for the observed results

are then examined and lastly, some practical consideratíons ín the use

of the two testers are discussed.

4.L REPRODUCIBILITY TESTING

Table 6 summarizes standard foil bursting strength results obÈained

by two operaÈors using the Hoffroan/Turner mini-probe tester and the Mul-

Ien tester operated at 170 ml/nin. An analysis of variance indicated

Èhat results did noË díffer significantly for the two operators (table

7 , F=.06).

-37-
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Table 6

Mean Hoffman/Turner and Míní-Mullen Bursting Strength
Results (kPa) for Standard Aluminum Foilt Testing for

Two Operators

Hoffrnan/Turner Hoffman/Turner Hoffman/Turner Mullen
0.64 cm probe 0.79 cm probe 0.95 cm probe (170 mVnLin)

Operator Mean SEtt Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE

I L72.r 1.1 2L9 .7 1.0 255 .9 1. I 2L56 .5 B .0

2 L79.6 L.6 225.6 r.4 266.3 r.7 2L2B.B 10.7

ftoit burst value = L43.0 + 4 psi; daÈe = May 30, L979
ttSE = standard error of the mean = sËandard devíation

vã-

Table 7

Analysis of Variance for Hoffrnan/Turner and Mullen Bursting Strength
Results as a FuncËion of Operators and MeÈhods of TesË

Source degrees of sum of mean of
freedom squares squares F-raÈio

Operators 1 300.5 300.5 0.6

Merhods 3 1f0654665.8 36884888.6 76547.6x*

Operator x Methods 3 137L7.2 4572.4 9.4*x

Error L52 73242.0 481.8

ToÈal l_59 LL074L925.6

x*p< .01
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Table B summarizes fabric bursting strengËh results obtained using

the Hoffman/Turner rnini-probe tester and the mini-Mu1len tester. Mullen

results for fabric 04 are excluded as testing attempts resulted in fail-

ure of the membrane rather than the fabric" It ís believed that the lovt

fabric count and high exËensibility of this fabric (tables 3 and 4) a1-

lowed the membrane to be forced through interstitial space beËween the

yarns causing highly localized pressure conc-entrations under the mem-

brane and a pin-hole failure mechanism. This problem was not observed

with fabrícs with higher counts, or with less extensible fabrics of low-

er count.

4 "2,I sqnjygfg"gy of ¡gff.."/Igt"gr and l'fg!!en Results

The prirnary objective of Èhis projeet was to determine whether the

Hoffman/Turner and Mullen Èesters would give equivalent mean bursting

strength results when used according to specific Èest rnethods to test

selected knit.ted fabrics. Results in Table I clearly show thaÈ the Mul-

l-en tester, at pumping raÈes of both 17 ml/min and 170 ml/rnin consis-

tently gave results of greater rnagnitude than the Hoffman/Turner tes-

ter, írrespecËive of whether results were obtained using the 0.64,0.79,

or the 0.95 cm probe" Similar findings $rere obtained during the foil

testing with the 170 ml/rnin Mu11en (Table 6).



Fabrict

Hof frnan/Turner
0.64 cm probe

Mean SEtt

L2
25
29
33
37

04
06
T4
49
50

Table B

Mean Hoffman/Turner and Mini-Mullen Bursting Strength ResulËs (kPa)

620.96
244.40
239.75
L66.22
301. 84

663,70
538.15
286.L9
42t.LL
4L4.L4

256.5L
720.45
418. tB
433.O7
404.52

306.05
268 "82
L89.27
l_58 .58
257 .BL

2.96
2.06
L.4L
1.88
3.26

L7 .67
7 .48
5 .01
3.15
9.23

4.LL
3.73
7 .46
7 .82
6.34

1.95
4.29
2.0L
0. 85
1.38

Hoffman/Turner
0.79 cm probe
Mean SE

15
20
24
32
55

03
08
L6
43
58

803 .53
300.73
304.07
2L3.sL
370.47

898.90
658.55
375.L9
525,L7
533.07

3L7 .93
873.96
s67 .04
587 .00
s65.15

399.27
336.07
240.35
203.20
336.59

s.31
2.37
2.L2
2.28
4.30

15 .33
5 .61
6.27
4.05
9.04

4.87
L0,76
13 .07

7,L9
5.32

2.92
5.46
1.83
L.7B
L.67

Hoffman/Turner
0.95 cm probe
Mean SE

tF"btl.groupA=tricotknítsrgroupB=ribknítsrgroupC=doubleknits,groupD=singlejerseyknl-ts.
flsg = standard error of the mean
--Fabric not possible to test

940.6L
363.06
366.00
252.39
435.L2

l-097 .55
7 9r.7 5
4s7 .04
638.42
6L4.43

399.L9
TL22.9L

682.02
7 24 .67
67 4 ,37

458.44
407 .L7
288.43
245.07
396.3s

9.78
2.43
2.BB
3.31
4.89

rt. 16
7 .39
8.25
4.99
6.6s

6 .06
3.90

L5.24
6.94
5.13

2.7L
7 .37
r.7 2

L.42
2,74

Mini-Mullen
(170 mUmin)

Mean SE

4053 .0
869.9

1630.6
1112.3
1647 .4

200L.6
2008 .4
1660. 9

2620.7

L786.9
392L.9
2674.5
2306.3
2007.5

1912.0
r7L5.4

998.2
1106 .1
1810. B

Miní-Mullen
(17 ml/mtn)

9.5
6,7

16. r
8.7

11.5

L7.6
4r.4
5.8

30.9

23,4
L2,9
46.7
L0.7
33.3

13.3
18 .3
5.3
5.9
7.2

Mean SE

4L35.4
9s0.7

L646.0
LL96.7
1680. r

2L55.6
2L04.9
1608.0
2602.2

t784.L
3928.3
2560.3
2325.5
2063 .0

1998 .4
L925.4
113r.4
1218.5
L869.4

9.6
4.6
9.3
9.1
5.9

46.2
38.2
6.7

37 .7

20 "6
17 .8
32.6
L2.7
3L.2

10.6
24 "6
6.3
4"6
6.0

F'
O
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A second rnajor objective nas to determine whether equivalent mean

bursting strength results would be obtained using the 0"64,0.79 and

0.95 cm diameter probes vrith the Hoffman/Turrler tester and similarly,

whether equivalent mean bursting strength resulËs would be obtained us-

ing the 17 ml/rnin and the 170 rnl/rnin pumping rate r.ríth the Mullen tes-

ter. Results ín Tables 8 and 9 show that mean bursting strength in-

creased as the probe diameter increased. Similar results were obtained

during the foil testing (Table 6). An analysis of variance (taU1e 10,

F=107.81) confirmed that the main effect of probe size was significanÈ

(p<.ol) 
"



Table 9

Mean Hoffman/Turner and Mini-Mullen Burstíng Strength Results (kPa) by Fabrle Type

Fabríc
Type

trícot

rtb

doubleknlt

single jersey

Hoffman/Turner
0.64 cm probe

3L4,63

464.66

446.s5

236.LL

Hoffman/Turner
0.79 cm probe

398.46

598.18

582.22

303.10

Hoffman/Turner
0.95 cm probe

47L.44

7L9.84

720.63

359 .09

Míní-Mullen
(170 ml/min)

L862,6

2072.9

2s39.4

1508.5

Mini-Mullen
(17 ml/min)

L92L.B

2LL7,7

2532.2

L628,6

Þ
N,)
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Table 10

Analysis of Variance for Hoffman/Turner Burstíng SËrength
Results as a Functíon of Probe Size and Fabric Type

Source
degrees of sum of
freedom squares

mean of
squares F-ratio

I^Ihole unit

fabric type

error terln

3 944,330.00 3L4,776.67

16 L,654,743.4L L03,42L.46

3.04

Subunit

probe size

probe size x
fabric type

error Ëerm

6 40,896.83

32 60,7 45 .95

2 409,309.00 204,654.50 107 . Bt**

6,8L6 .L4

1, B9B. 31

3 .59**-

**p< .01

Results in Table 10 also show that interaction r^ras found Èo exisÈ be-

tq'een probe size and fabric type (F=3.59, p(.01), and Èhat the main ef-

fect of f abric type \¡ras not signif icant (F=3.04). rn other words, a

similar range of fabric strengths was found within each fabric Èype.

Figure 6 illustrates that the mean bursting sÈrength for fabric Èypes

increases with increasing probe size. Tt also sho¡,¡s Èhat the rate of

íncrease is different vríth different fabric types" As probe size in-

creases, mean bursting strengÈhs show greaËer increases with rib and

doubleknit types than with the single jersey and Èricot types.
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Table lI shows resulËs of an analysis of variance of the Mullen tes-

t.er resulËs. The F ratios show that the main effecÈ of fabric type qTas

noË significant (þ=0.24), Ëhat Ëhe roain effect of rate of test t¡as not

sígnifica¡¡ (¡"=2.85) and that no interactíon was found to exist between

rate of test and fabric type (F=.066)"

Table 1l

Analysis of Varianee for Mini-Mullen BursËing SËrengÈh Results
as a Function of Rate of Test and Fabric Type

Source degrees of sum of mean of
freedom squares squares F-ratio

Itlhole unit

fabric type

error tern

3 983,683.65 327,894.55 O.24

15 20,9L6 "984.78 L,394 ,465 .65

Subunít

rate of tesË

rate of test x
fabric type

error term

J

15

5,878.26

4,113 .09

30,96L.32

5,878.26 2.85

1,371.03 0.66

2,064 .09
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A third objective !¡as to determíne whether the rnini-Mullen or the

Hoffrnan/Turner tester would give more precise results. Precislon refers

to the the lack of spread of values obtained and is defined by measures

of variability (see page 5)" Tables 12 , 13, and 14 give values for the

percent coefficient of variation for each fabric for each test condi-

tion (Table 12); for each fabric type for each test method variation -

probe size or Mullen speed - (table 13); and for each fabric type for

the overall Hoffroan/Turner and Mu1len results (Table 14). Tables 12

and 13 were obtained using total variances; those in Table 14 were ob-

tained using error variances only. In Tables 12 and 13, no clear rela-

tionships are evident betr,rreen results obt.ained usíng the Mullen and

Hoffman/Turner testers or between results obtained using dífferent Hoff-

man/Turner probe sizes or Mu11en speeds for the fabrics alone, or for

the fabrics grouped accordÍng t.o fabric type. However, when the vari-

ance is partitioned so that only the error varíances are compared (Table

14), it becomes clear that the Mullen tester gives more precise results

than the Hoffrnan/Turner tester.

The general leve1 of precision observed r¿ith both testers and all

five methods for individual fabrics is noÈ unaccepËable, given that a 5

percent coefficient of varíatíon is not unusual with textile fabrics.

Percent coefficients of variation for the individual fabrics ranged frorn

I.27 to 14.58 percent (Table 12) with higher values being associared

wiÈh certain fabrics, particularly those of the rib type.



Fabric2

AL2
25
29
33
37

804
06
T4
49
50

c15
20
24
32
55

D03
OB

16
43
58

Pereent Coeffícient of Varlation
and Each

Hoffman/Turner
0.64 cm probe

2,60
4.62
3.2L
6.20
5 .91

14 .58
7,6L
9.s8
4.09

12.20

8.78
2.83
9,76
9.88
B.5B

3.48
8.73
5.82
2.95
2.93

Ilof fman/Turner
0.79 cm probe

Table 12
1

(% CV)- for Each Fabric for Each Hoffman/Turner
Mini-Mullen Test Condition

3.6r
4.31
3.82
5.84
6 .35

9.34
4.66
9.r4
4.22
9.28

8.39
6.74

L2.62
6.7L
s.15

4.00
8.89
4.L6
3.L7
2.7L

Hof frnan/Turner
0.95 cm probe

L%cv=

2_.
¡ abrl_c
fabríc

--fabric

5.69
3.66
4.3L
7 .L7
6.15

5.57
5 .11
9. BB

4.27
s.93

8.31
1.90

L2.24
5.24
4.L6

3.24
9.9r
3,25
3.r7
3.79

100 x Þ9 for n = 30 specímens
X

group A = tricot knlts, fabric group B = rib knits, fabric group C = doubleknl-t knits,
group D = single jersey knits.
not possíble to test.

Mini-Mullen
(170 ml/rntn)

L.28
4.L9
5 .40
4.28
3 .83

4. B0
l_1. 28
L.92
6.44

7. 18
1. B0
9.s6
2.s4
9 .09

3.81
5 .84
10,
2.93
2.L7

Minl-Mul1en
(17 ml/mln)

L,27
2.62
3.10
4.L6
L.92

11. 73
9,94
2 "29
7 .93

6.33
2.47
6 "97
2,99
8.29

2.90
6.99
3.04
2.07
r.7 6

{



Table 13

Percent Coeffícients of Variation for
Each Method of Test for the Hoffrnan/Turner

Fabrl-c
Type

ÈricoÈ

rib

doubleknl-t

sfngle jersey

Hoffman/Turner
0.64 cm probe

L.77

3.26

2.6s

3.90

*7" cv =

Hoffman/Turner lloffman/Turner
0.79 cm probe 0.95 cm probe

Percent Coeffícient of Variation (Z CV)'k

100 x SD of sroup means

Ï of group means

L.7L

3.05

2.95

3. B1

Fabrlc Types for
and Míni-Mullen Testers

L.74

2.97

2.78

4.04

Mullen Mullen
(170 ml/min) (17 ml/min)

r.47

5 .19

3.02

3 .56

1.51

5.20

3.04

3.90

.Êt.
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Table 14

Percent Coefficients of VariaËionl
and Mullen Methods bY

for the itoffman/Turner
Fabric Type

Fabric Type

Hoffman/Turner Method

% Coeffícient of Variation
Míní-Mullen Method

7" CoefÍicient of Varíation

tricot

rib

doubleknit

single jersey

11.84

B .85

8.43

4.98

L.22

3.36

r.7B

2.59

1-See Appendix B for sample calculation

4"2"3 Conversion of Results Between Methods

The final objective of this study was to deÈernqine if results from

each tester could be used to approximate results for the other Ëester,

and sirnilarly, if results for one test condiËion on either tester could

be used to estinate results for other test conditions on Èhe same tes-

ter, Tables 15 through 19 are matrÍces containing Pearson product-mo-

ment coefflclents of correlation between the different test conditions

for the fabrics as a r^rhole (table 15) and between the different test

conditions for the fabrics types (Tables 16 to 19).

All correlation coefficients for the fabrics as a whole were high,

positive and significant (p(.01)" CorrelatÍon coefficients ranged fron

.88 between the Mullen (17 ml/min) and the Hoffrnan/Turner 0.64 and 0.95

cm probes to 1.00 for the correlaÈion betr^reen results from the Hoffnan/
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Turner 0.79 and 0.95 cm probes and for the correlation between results

for t.he two different rates of Èest for the Mullen. Coefficients r¡ere

higher with variations of Ëhe same test rnethod (between probe sízes or

Mullen rates of tesË) than those between the testers"

Correlation coefficients for the fabric types varied from high, posi-

tive values (.99 to 1.0, p("0f), for correlations betvreen results for

variations of the same test methods (probe sizes and Mullen speeds) to

low positive ("OZ to .08) and low negative (-.OS to -.08) correlations

between results for the Hoffnan/Turner and l"Iullen testers for the rib

type of fabrics" While correlations between result.s for the Hoffnan/

Turner and Mullen testers for the tricot, doublekníÈ and single jersey

fabrics r¡rere generally high and positive, none $Iere significant at the

.01 level.

Table 15

Pearson ProducË-Moment Correlationst Among the Different
Testing Conditions for the Fabrics as a Whole

Test Condition

L. H/T 0.64 cur probe

2. H/T 0.79 crn probe

3. H/Î 0.95 cm probe

4. Mullen (170 rnllmin)

5. Mullen (17 nl/min)

.99

.99

.89

.88

1.00

.90

.89

.89

. BB 1.00

+ --TaIl are significant at the .01 level
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Table l-6

Pearson ProducË-Moment Correlations Among the Different
Testing Conditions for the Tricot Fabrics

Test Condítion r2345

L. H/T 0.64 cm probe

2. n/t 0.79 cm probe

3 . w/T 0.95 cm probe

1.00**

1.00** 1.c0**

4. Mullen (170 ml/min) .97x .97x .97'^

5. Mullen (17 ml/min)- .97* .97* ,97x 1.00**

*p<.05
rk*p a .01

Table 17

Pearson ProducË-Moment CorrelatÍons Among the DifferenË
Testing Conditions for the Rib Fabrícs

Test Condition t234s
L. H/T 0.64 cm probe

2. H/T 0.79 cro probe

3. g/f 0.95 cm probe

4. Mullen (170 rnl/rnin)

5. Mullen (17 nl/min)

. gg**

.99** 1.00**

-.03 .03 -.08

"02 .08 -.02 .97x

*p<.05
**p..01
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Table 18

Pearson ProducË-MomenË Correlatíons Among the Different
Testing Conditíons for the Doubleknit Fabrics

TesrCondÍrion I 2 3 4 5

L. H/T 0.64 crn probe

2. H/T 0.79 cm probe

3, H/T 0.95 cm probe

4. Mullen (170 mllmin)

5. Mullen (17 ml/min)

.99u^*

1.00-** 1.00**

.96,r .92 .94

.97x . 93 . 95* l. QQ-^t:k

xpa.05
**pa.01

Table 19

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations Among the Different
Testing Condítions for the Single Jersey Fabrics

Test Conditíon 1234s

1. H/T 0.64 cm probe

2. H/T 0.79 em probe

3. g/f 0.95 cn probe

4" Mullen (170 url/min)

5. Mullen (17 ml/rnin)

1.00**

1.00** 1.00**

.94 .95'* .95""

" 95* .94 .96*" . gÇ:t*

*p..05
*:i"pq.01
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Table 20

Pearson ProducË-Moment Correlation"f Atnotg
Testing Conditions for the Fabrics as

the Different
a Whole

TesË Condition

I. H/T 0.64 cm probe

2. H/T 0.79 cm probe

3. H/T 0.95 cm probe

4. Mullen (175 nl/mín)
5. Mul1en (17 ml/min)

oo

oo

.96r

.951

1.00

.g5r

.951

.951

.g4t 1.00

tall are sígnificant at Ëhe .01 level
lrib fabrícs excluded from calculatíon

The low correlations for the fabric types alone suggested that pre-

diction of results between tesÈ rnethods based on knit type could give

inaccuraÈe results" A conversion table based on overall resulÈs r^ras

therefore developed for estimntíon of results from one tester to another

and between test condítions for each tester (Table 2I). As no correla-

tion was observed between results for the Hoffnan/Turner and Mu11en tes-

ters for the rib fabríòs (table 17), these bursting strength figures

were omit.ted during calculation of the conversion facËors. A new corre-

lation matrix for the fabrics as a whole was first constructed however,

to conflrm that removal of the rib fabrics from the cale.ulation did not

reduce the signlficance of the resulting coefficients to below Ëhe .01

level (Table 20).



Test Method

Hoffman/Turner
0.64 cm probe

Conversion Table*
Conversion

Hoffman/Turner
0.79 cm probe

Hoffman/Turner
0.64 crn probe

Hoffman/Turner
0.95 cm probe

Table 21

for Hoffman/Turner and
Values and 99 Percent

Mullen
(170 ml/mtn)

1.28 + .03

Hoffman/Turner
0.79 cm probe

Mu11en
(17 rnl/min)

1.55 + .04

.78 + .02

*rnultiply fígure (kPa)
chosen method on left

Mini-Mullen Results r¡ith
Confidence Intervals

6.00 + .75

Hoffman/Turner
0.95 cm probe

6.25 + .79

L"20 + .O2

.65 + .05

obÈained by meËhod noËed on Èop
(see Appendix D for example).

4.67 + .60

Mullen Mullen
(170 rnl/mín) (17 ml/min)

.83 + .01

4.87 + ,64

.17 + .03

3.89 + .51

.22 + .04

.L7 + .02

4.05 + .55

by

.27 + .05

conversion factor to estímate result (kPa) for

.22 + .O3

.25 + .04

1.04 + .03

.96 + .03

lJl
.tr
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Values in the conversion table are based on mean ratios of bursting

strength values calculated using the two methods in question. To use

the table, an average result (kPa) obtained using one method is multi-

plied by the appropriate mean conversion factor to obtain the expected

result (kPa) for the other ureÈhod (see Appendix D for sample calcula-

tion). The 99 percent confidence level associated wiÈh each result

gives a range within which results may be expected to fal1.

The table may be used for conversion of results between test condi-

tions for the Hoffnan/Turner tester and between test conditions for Ëhe

Mullen tester for all types of fabrics (tricot, rib, doubleknit and sin-

gle jersey), and between testers for the tricoË, doubleknit and single

jersey fabrícs. It should not be used to convert rib knit results be-

tr{een the tvro testers or considered to be accurate outside the range of

strengths of fabrics tested in this projecË.
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4"3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4"3,1 Mullen Versus Hoffrnan/Turner Results

Fabric deformations can be viewed in terms of the strains experienced

by all individual yarns in the total fabric structure, or in terms of

sheet deformation r^rit.h the fabríc viewed as a one or two dimensional

continuum. Viewing fabric deforrnations as a result of what happens to

individual yarns is very diffícult since fabrics consist of hundreds of

yarns composing a matrix of multitudinous yarn interlacements. Mode1l-

ing a fabric as such a collectj-on of yarns leads to a very large system

of equations so analysís becomes very complicated even with computer as-

sistance (Hearle et a1., 1980; Shanahan, 1972). Consequently, this ap-

proach is not used. A logical alternative is Ëo view the fabric as a

continuum and to apply eíther finiÈe elemenÈ analysis or sheet defonna-

tion theory.

In finite element analysis, governing equations for small representa-

tive píeces of a systen are developed, each with a limited number of de-

grees of freedom. Equations for all the srnall pieces together are then

used to represent the total system. This is most convenienËly expressed

as a series of maËrix equations, prograrutred for conputer solution. This

approach has not yet been extended however, to deal with very large

non-linear displacement., large strain situations as in fabric bursting.

A second approach to looking at fabrics as continua is to examine

their behavior in terns of sheet deforuration. The large transverse de-

foruraÈions that occur in bursting tests, and Ehe fact thaÈ stress/strain

relationships are almost invaríably non-linear, inelastic and history

dependent (Hearle, 1980; Shanahan, 1978) precludes explanation of the
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deforroations in terms of membrane strains, tension membranes, plate and

shell Ëheory or in terms of buckling or post-buckling behavior.

A last approach to looking at fabric deformation is through minimum

energy analysis" Analysis is based on the principle that fabric struc-

tures always assume a minimum energy configuration, regardless of the

deforrnation applied (S. de Jong, l97B). This Èype of analysís ís chief-

ly concerned vrith elastic or recoverable mechanisms of fabrics however,

and has not been extended Èo deal with Lhe bursting behavior of fabrics.

The Ëheoretical basis for the mini-Mullen giving results of greaËer mag-

nitude than the Hoffnan/Turner inini-probe tester is therefore unclear"

Furthermore, there is as yet no theoretical rnodel to predict Ëhe "true"

bursting strength value of knitted fabrics. It is suggested however

that discrepancies in results between the t\^ro testers may be related to

differences in the areas of fabric under test, and to variations in dia-

phragro/fabric and probe/fabric frictional effects.

Previous studies have established that an increase in the Mullen

aperture diameter results in lower bursting strength results (Norrvíck,

I975; IS0, I974; BSI, I974i Garner, 1967; Lomax, 1961). In this pro-

jecE, a greater diameter of test area (Hoffrnan/Turner mini-probe actual

Èest diameÈer = 19.00 rnn versus rnini-Mullen Ëest diameter = il.30 ruu)

was consistently associat.ed with decreased burstÍng strength results

(Table 6, Tabte 8)"

Frictional effects beÈween a given fabric and a rubber diaphragn of

the mini-Mullen tester could be expected to be greater than between a

probe of the Hoffnan/Turner tesÈer and the same fabric due t.o the nature

of their surfaces " The smooÈh surface of a Hoffnan/Turner probe would

offer 1íttle resistance to passage through a fabric in contrast to the



rougher surface of a Mullen diaphragm.

overcome surface friction between the

as opposed to between a Hoffrnan/Turner

pected to result in íncreased bursting

Table 8.
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The increased force necessary to

Mullen diaphragn and the fabric,

probe and the fabric could be ex-

strength results as were noted in

4"3"2 Probe Size and Hoffnan/Turner ResulËs

The increased bursËing strength results associated with increased

probe size, noted for the foil and fabric tesËing (Tables 6, B and 9)

could be expected (Table 1l^lhitcomb, 1928, pp. 44). All three probes,

beÍng fínished to the same smoothness would offer similar resístance or.I-

ing to surface friction although increased resistance would be expected

with increasing probe size wiÈh the larger area of conËact between the

test fabric and the probe. The reason for the greater increase in

bursting strengËh results for rib and doubleknit fabrics than for single

jersey and tricot fabrics is unknown.

4.3"3 Rate of Testing and Mullen ¡g""f!E_

No significant difference Í7as noÈed between mean bursting sErength

results obtained using the 170/nL min and 17 rnl/nin rates of test" Lo-

max (196I) also found that varying the I'fullen pumping rate did not pro-

duce significant differences 1n results.
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4.3.4 Precision of ResulËs

Given that the chance of finding a fabric defect is increased with an

increased area of test, the greater area of fabric test for the Iloffrnan/

Turner tester as compared to the Mullen tester did not result in more

precíse bursting strength results as expected. This suggests that the

assumed area of test may not be Ëhe actual area of test and/ot thaË

stresses applied by the two methods are nonuniform. During testing it

was noted thaÈ fabric bursts occurred predourinantly in that area of fab-

ric in contact with the típ of the probe or near the centre of the dia-

phragru. This observation further suggests Lhat stresses exPerienced by

Êhe fabric in both tests were not unifor¡o throughout the area of the

specimen.

4.3,5 Þçh":!o¡ of Rib Fabrics_ During Testing

In contrast to other fabric types, no correlation existed between

Hof frnan/Turner and l"lullen bursting strength resul-ts for rib f abrics.

The rib fabrics also appeared more sensirive to íncreasing probe síze

than the single jersey and tricot kniËs, which suggests further testing

of rib knits is warranted, particularly as the Mullen rib results were

based on only four fabrics" The different behavior by rib fabrics ís

not explained by variaÈions in measurements of stitch density, packing

factor or extensibilíty (TabLe 22).



Fabríc
Type

Lricot

Table22

Stitch Densíty, Packing Factor and Extensibility of Fabrics Tested

rib

Fabric
Number

L2
25
29
33
37

04
06
L4
49
50

15
20
24
32
55

03
OB

T6
43
5B

doubleknit

Stitch Densitvt
(stitches /" 2)

singJ-e j ersey

244.3
742.5
155 .0
267.3
238.7

84.0
484.2
300.1
3r4.9
L62,0

180.0
268.3
33.6

L77.8
54.L

184.3
98 .6

425.3
3479.6
135 .8

I
tt stitch denslty

packíng factor

Extensibility

Packíng Factortt

= courses/cm x wales/cm
= fabric densit¿

ffbr" de"sity
= cm extension as measured for fabric selectíon

.28

.23

.24

.26

.26

.L4

.10

.15

.17

.13

.13

.20

.11

.15

.09

.L4

.08

.07

.09

.08

Extensíbilíty*,
(crn)

0.58
2.07
0.49
0.46
0.41

0.94
1.59
0.72
0.66
0.62

0.55
0. B3
0. 70
0.59
0.57

0.61
o.57
1.07
0.66
0.57

o\o
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4"3"6 Practical Considerations In The Use of The Ïøo Testers

A comparison of results obtained usíng the nini-l"Iullen lester and the

Hof fnan/Turner inini-probe tester would not be complete ¡,¡ithout a discus-

sion of the relative merits of the tr¿ro testers. Each v¡ill therefore be

discussed in terrns of time ínvolved in use, ease of testing and ease of

mainËenance "

4.3 "6.L Time To TesÈ

Results in Table 23 indicate that time to test may be substantially

increased if the 17 url/min Mullen is used rather than the 170 rol/rain

Mullen or Èhe Hoffnan/Turner tester with any of its three probes. Tine

Ëo burst is roughly equivalent for the 170 nl/min Mullen tester and the

three conditions of test for Èhe Hoffnan/Turner tester; however, addi-

tional time is required for Èhe Mullen test.ing due to the neccesity of

changing diaphragms after testing every five specimens.



Fabrlc
Type

tricoL

tr'abríc
Number

rib

Table 23

Meanst and Standard Devíatíons of Times to Burst. (Seconds)

L2
25
29
33
37

o4
06
L4
49
50

Hoffman/Turner
0.64 cm probe

2.66 + 0.10
9.18 + 0.48
2.20 + 0.09
2.L4 T O.LL
2.27 + O.O9

4.93 + 0.37
8.67 + 0.38
2.84 + 0.L7
7.19 + 0.30
2.Bs ¡ o.z7

2.33 + 0.20
3.68 + 0.13
3.4L 1 0.26
3.17 + 0.31
3.47 i 0.24

2.87 + 0.L7
3,43 + 0.22
4.60+ 0.27
3.09 T 0.10
2,72 + O.LL

doubleknlt

Hoffman/Turner
0.79 cm probe

j ersey

15
20
24
32
55

2.7L + O.I5
s.2g I o.4o
2.L6 + O.L4
2.10 + 0.13
2.26 + O.LO

5.21 + 0.35
9.07 + 0.70
2.9L + 0.23
7.38 T 0.28
3.00 + 0.17

2.25 + 0.L5
3.s4 T 0.19
3.63 + 0.33
3.27 + 0.4L
3.19 r 0.28

2.74 + 0.24
3.32 + 0.2L
4.s0 I o.42
3.15 + 0.15
2.76 4 0.07

tN=30

--Not possible to test

03
OB

L6
43
5B

Hoffman/Turner
0.95 cm probe

2.66 + 0.L6
B.B0 + 0.47
2,L7 + O.tL
2.02 + 0.L2
2.20 T O.L5

4.66 + 0.25
9.81 + 0.46
2.BL + 0.23
7 .39 + 0.32
3.00 + 0.24

2.26 + 0.fi
3.77 + 0.L3
3.54 + 0.29
3.30 + 0.11
3.24 + 0.22

2.58 + 0.19
2,94 + 0.23
5.18 + 0.32
3.13 + 0.20
2.s6 ! O.L2

Mu1len
(170 ml/min)

2.49 + 0.L5
2.761 0.23
2,47 + 0.20
2.31 + 0.18
2,27 1 o.L3

2.55 + 0.25
2.62 i O.L6
2.48 T 0.11
2.L4 + 0.20

2.I7 + 0.24
2.80 + 0.28
2.46 T O.L6
2.60 T 0.ls
2.40 + 0.LL

2.89 + 0.30
2.36 T 0.rB
2.37 + 0.20
2.20 I O.r7
2.39 + 0.09

Mullen
(17 ml/min)

24.2L + L.20
31.04 T r.OO
27.05 + 0.62
26 ,LL + 0.55
20 .L5 + 0. 60

26 ,r9 + 0.91
2L.s6 T O. gr
33.88 + 3.13
22.L4 + 2.16

20.53 + 0.77
25 .32 + 1. 78
22.86 + 1.13
22.78 + 0.68
22,52 + r"27

23.00 + L.7L
2r.s6 T r. oz
2L.85 + 0.73
2s .gs T o. ss
20.68 T O.Os

CT\
N)
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4,3,6.2 Ease of Testing

The test procedure is sirnilar for both tests ínvolving placement of

the test specinen ln the holder, clamping the specimen and executing

the test. The Mullen test procedure is cornplicated, however, by the need

to apply a correction factor to compensate for the pressure required to

raise the diaphragrn alone t.o its height at specimen burst for every

specimen; by the use of Bourdon pressure gauges and by the necessity to

prepare composite diaphragms and to change diaphragrns after every five

specimens.

Difficulties associated with deËermining the correction factor vary

with the Mullen motor used. A deflecËometer or device to record maximum

distension, is available for use with Ëhe t7 ml/rnin Mullen. Particulars

of the tesÈ procedure as supplied by the manufacturer, are included in

Appendix C. The najor problem in using the deflecËometer is the diffi-

culty associated r^?íth taking the disÈensíon reading. The distension at

burst is not recorded by a naximum indicating needle, but rather must be

read by the operator, at Èhe instant of specimen failure. The operaÈor

however, has also to r¿aËch the specimen to catch the point of ruPture.

The pressure gauge musÈ also be watched if specimens are bursting aË a

pressure near the upper limit of the gauge, to see that overextension of

the gauge does noÈ occur.

The deflectometer cannot be used with the 170 ml/nin motor for the

Mullen because the rate of movement of the indicaÈor needle ís too fast.

Consequently Èhe ASTM ¡oethod (page 8) must be used" This rnethod does

not require repeaÈing the test. procedure withouÈ the test specimen to

obtain the distensiori measure. It does however, require taking t!¡o

pres sure meastrrements .
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The systen of pressure measurement ernployed does not facilitate

testing. Gauge divisions are coarse (40 psí on a 1000 psi gauge); and

readings are operator dependent in that maximum pressure at burst is a

function of the ability of the operator to read the gauge aecurately.

Also, there is no safety pressure mechanism to avoid overext.ending and

hence damaging the gauges.

Preparing composíte diaphragns and changing

every five specimens is tirne consuming.

the diaphragrns after

4.3"6"3 Ease of Maintenance

Maintenance procedures for the Mullen are somewhat more complex than

those for t.he Hoffnan/Turrier tester. The Mu1len gauges, according to

the manufacturer's specifications, require a uronthly static and dynamic

calibration check resul-ting in increased down-Ëime and maintenance costs

for the tesÈer.



Chapter V

SI]MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results obtained using two nini-bursting strength testers: the

mini-Mullen and the Hof frnan/Turner rnini-probe tester I¡Iere compared,

first for gross differences between results for the two testers, then

using analysis of variance techniques, for differences between results

for Èhe various test conditions available for each tester. These in-

cluded two punping rates for the Mullen ( 170 rnl/nin and 17 nl/min) and

three probe sizes (0.64,0.79, and 0.95 cm) for the Hoffrnan/Turner tes-

ter. The purposes of the comparisons were Èo determine if the t!¡o tes-

ters gave equivalent (not significantly differenL at the .01 level) re-

sults, if the various conditions of Eest for each tester gave equivalent

results, if one tester gave more precise results than the other and fi-

nally, to develop a conversion table for approximate conversion of re-

sults from one nethod to another.

TwenËy fabrics representing a range of extensibilities were selected

for testing using a purposive sarnpling technique. The twenty consisted

of five fabrics of each of four knit types: tricot' rib, doublekniË and

síng1e jersey. Thirty speeimens were selecÈed from each fabric for test-

ing by each test condiËíon. Bursting strength measuremenÈs for the

mini- Mul1en r.rere deËennined according to ASTM D3786-80a; EeasuremenÈs

for Ëhe urini-probe tester were determíned according to a procedure out-

lined by Hoffman and Turner (1975). Initial testing with standard foil

-65-
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indicated that results obtained using the trvo Ëest methods were reprodu-

cib1e. Results of final fabric testing are described in the following

paragraphs.

The l"1u1len tester at puioping rates of boÈh 17 rnl/rnin and 170 nl/min

consistently gave results of significantly greater magnitude than the

Hoffrnan/Turner tester irrespective of whether results were obtained us-

ing Ëhe 0.64,0.79, or 0.95 cm probe. Results for the Hoffrnan/Turner

tester were probe size dependent, with increased probe size resulting in

significantly increased bursting strength values for all fabrics. Mul-

1en results did not vary significanËly between the 17 rnl/min and the 170

rol/urin pumping rates. ResulËs did not differ significantly between fab-

ric types although as probe size increased, mean bursting strengths

showed greater increases with the rib and doubleknit types than vrith Ëhe

single jersey and tricot types. It was not possible to test one rib

fabric of low count and high extensibilíty with the Mullen.

The relative precision of the two testers was established by compari-

son of percent coefficients of variation for the knit types for Ëhe

Hof frnan/Turrier and l'1u1len testers. BoÈh testers gave an acceptable lev-

el of precísion, although mini-Mu1len tester was found to give more

precise results than Ëhe Hoffnan/Turner rnini-probe tester.

Pearson product-moment coefficients of correlation were calculated

between the dífferent test conditions for the fabrics as a whole and be-

t\¡reen the different test condiÈions for the fabric types as a basis for

deternining whether it was feasible to develop a conversion table for

predicting results for one test condiÈion, given the results of another.

High, positive correlations r,rere found between Hof fman/Turner and l'Iullen

results for the twenty fabrics as a whole" Correlation coefficients for
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the fabric types alone varied fron high posítive values between methods

for the same tester (probe si-zes and Mullen speeds), to low positive and

low negaLive correlations between results for the Hoffnan/Turner and

Mullen tesËers. The low correlation results for the fabric types (par-

ticularly the rib) as a whole suggesËed that conversion of resulÈs be-

tl^7een test methods based on knit type could give inaccurate results. A

conversion table for estimation of results between conditions of Hoff-

man/Turner and Mul-len results was therefore developed based on overall

fabric results. The conversion table should noË be used with rib fab-

rics to estimate results between the t\^Io testers as the low figures

obÈained for Ehis fabric type suggest that prediction is not possible.

Nor should the table be used to convert strength values outside of the

range of values for Èhe fabrics tested in Èhis study.

5"1 IMPLICATIONS

Results of this study have implications for those involved in the

quality control testing of vascular prosthesis, as well as for those ín-

volved in standards specificatíons for strength testíng of vascular

prostheses. Results indicate that care is necessary ín stating mini-

diaphragn and mini-probe bursting strength results. The fact that Ëhe

Hoffrnan/Turner and rnini-Mullen testers gíve different results suggests

that the value of the bursting strength of knitted fabrics can only be

defined in terms of a specific test method. Similarl-y, the fact that

the use of the three probe sizes for the Hoffrnan/Turner tester gave very

different results means that probe size musÈ be given when stating

bursting strength values"
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A 1ow fabric count/high extensibility combination may preclude

testing some fabrics with the Mullen. The fact that the l"ful1en Eester

gave more precise results than the Hoffuran/Turner tester means that few-

er specimens would be needed to achíeve the same degree of confidence in

results as with Ëhe Hoffnan/Turner tester, and thaÈ smaller differences

can be detected wíEh the lvfullen tester"

An approximation of resulËs from one test condition of the Hoffrnan/

Turner or mini-Mullen tester is possible, given the results of another

test condition, although Èhe procedure is not recommended for rib fab-

rics.

5"2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FTIRTIIER RXSEARCTI

Replicating the study vrit,h a larger number of fabrics in each group

would be useful, as the findings from this projecÈ suggest that bursting

sËrength behavior varies with knit type. Increasíng the number of fab-

rícs and the range of fabrlc strengLhs tested in the four types would

result ín increased confidence in resulÈs obtained for various test

condítíons, and for the rib type in particular.

A betLer understandíng of the posslble influence of various test pa-

rameters on Hoffrnan/Turner results is desirable. For example, Ëhe in-

fluence of area of fabric under Ëest could be assessed if several new

lower clarnplng plates r¡rere constructed each with an 0-ring of different

diameter. The influence of frictional characteristics of the Hoffman/

Turner probe could be assessed by coating probes with materials of vary-

ing frictional characteristics" The influence of probe end shape could

be assessed by varyíng Ëhe shape fron hernispherical.
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Further research to improve the l"fullen test procedure is recommended.

Work is needed to find a stronger diaphragm of unít thickness, Ëo devise

a safety mechanism Ëo avoid over-pressuring and damaging gauges, and to

símplify measurement and recording of Ëhe maximum pressure perhaps through

the use of a digital pressure read ouE.

An understandíng of the theoreËical models underlyíng the Ëwo bursÈ-

ing strength procedures is desirable. Further work ín this area is con-

tinuing at the University of Manitoba.
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Table 3

Fabrics Grouped According Ëo Type and Averaget
Extensibílíty (cm)

Tricot Single Jersey Rib Doubleknít

0.41 (37)tt
0.46 (33)

0.49 (2e)

0.sl (18)

o.s3 (23)

0.ss (39)

0.56 (13)

o.s8 (L2)

o.60 (31)

o.62 (38)

L'2s {so¡o
L.64 (42)x

2.07 (zs)x

o.4s (07)

0.47 (02)

0.s0 (s3)

0.s3 (48)

o.s4 (0r¡

0.s4 (41)

o.s4 (ss¡

0.s6 (46)

o.s7 (08)

o.sB (s7)

0.60 (47)

0.61 (03)

0.65 (s4)

0.66 (43)

o.67 (19)

L.07 (t0) *'t

0.s3 (4s)

o.s4 (52>

0.62 (s0)

0.66 (4e)

o.6e (44)

0.72 (14)

o.BB (os)

0.e4 (04)

L.47 (51) **

1.59 (06) **

0.s5 (15)

o.s7 (40)

0.s7 (ss)

0.s8 (28)

o.s9 (32¡

0.61 (11)

0.64 (3s)

0.66 (36)

0.69 (34)

o .7 o (24)

0.73 (26)

0.74 (2L)

o .7 6 (27)

o.80 (17)

o.Bo (30)

0.83 (20)

0.8s (22)

o.e1 (09)

0.93 (10)

fAverage of 2 specimens.

ffNumbers in brackets represent the fabric number.

*Fabrics containing elastic yarns.
**Fabric conÈained a highly crimped yarn Ëo imparË streÈch"
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Sample Calculatíon of Percent Coeffícíent of Varíation

for: Mullen Method
tricot type fabrics

Source
degrees of

freedom
sum of mean of
squares squares F-ratio

Mullen methods

TricoË fabrics

error

total

grand mean = I892.2L0

8743.849 8743.849 16.42

12947s75.024 3236893.7s6 6077.94

2L30.256 532.564

L2958449.L29

NOTE: 7. CV = 100 x S!
x

= ,fs3z J64100 x/ms , = l.zz"Á- grand mean L892.2L
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR DEFLECTOMETER ATTAC}TMENT

MODEL IIAII OR JIN4BO TYPE TESTER

Descriptíon

The Deflectometer consists of an indicating gauge with actuating rod
mounted on the clamp screr¡r of the tester. The actuating rod extends
dov¡n t.hrough the hollow center of the clamp screr¡/ and resLs on Èhe
ceater of the sample to be Ëested. The dial of the gauge is graduated
in .001 of an inch and r¿íll indicate a Èotal rise of 1 inch of the
actuatíng rod.

Operation

1. Place the sample to be tested under Ëhe tripod and clamp in the
usual manner. The indicating gauge roËaËes with the hand wheel
and the position of the gauge face relative to the operat.or is
dependenË on the Èhickness of the sample under the clamp. It may
be adjusted by loosening the knurled set screr¡r on the gauge mount
and roËating the gauge so Ëhat the dial faces Ehe operator. On
succeeding tests on the same material the dial will always face
the operator after clamping.

2. The foot of the actuaËing rod should rest on the center of the
sample. The operator will observe that the actuaËing rod extends
up through the indicator and emerges at the top Ëo form a knurled
handle. Pull this handle or knob straight up a distance of L/4
inch and release it. The rod should drop back ínstantly t.o its
original position. Repeat 3 or 4 times, observing the posiÈion
of the needle on the dial after the rod drops back. If it alwa¡rs
sËops at the same point, iÈ indícates that. the foot of the rod ís
resting on t,he sample as ÍË should and is free to rise with the
sample.

3. Loosen the dial stop knob on top of the indicaËor and rotate the
díal to a position v¡here the pointer coincides with zero on Èhe
dial.

4. StarË Ëhe test and Èake a reading when the desíred pressure has
been applied to the sample. Read the sma1l díal firsË (which
indícates the rise in Ëenths of an inch) then read the large dial
to obtain the second and third digits. For example: The small
pointer on 3 and the large point.er half way between 7 and B
indicates that Èhe rise has been .375" or 3/8".

Since the purpose of the Delfectometer is to determine the disËention
of the sample aË the burstíng pressure or any other predeËermined
pressure it is necessary to take a reading before bursting actually
takes place to be of any value. IÈ ís, therefore, advísable to make
a few preliminary tesËs Èo deËermine the average bursting pressure of
the sample. The Deflectometer can then be waËched closely t,o observe
the maximum rise previous Ëo Ëhe bursË.
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Care of the Deflectomet.er

The Delfectometer is necessarily a delicate instrument and should be
handled carefully. The actuaËing rod should never be forced beyond
it.s normal Ëravel and the rod must be perfectly free at aLL times to
be raised by Ëhe diaphragm or lowered by gravity,
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An Example of Use of the Conversion Table

Given: A Mullen (I7 ml-/min) value of 1000 kPa for a given Fabric A

Required: an estimate of the bursting strength value Ëhat would be
obtained using the Hoffman/Turner mini-probe apparatus
r¿iËh Ëhe 0.95 crn probe for the same fabric A.

Procedure:

(f) Test methods are noted along the top of the table and along
the left side of the table. Locat.e Ëhe column under the row
heading of: Mullen (17 ml/min).

(2) Move dov¡n this column until Èhe value corresponding to the
column heading: Hoffman/Turner 0.95 cm probe is located.

(3) Record this value. It is .25 + .04.

(4) Calculate Ëhe expected values for the Hoffman/Turner test
as follows:

- expected value (kPa) = Mullen (17 ml/min) value (kPa)
x com/ersion facËor

= 1000 (.2s)

= 250 kPa

- .99 confidence = 1000 kPa (.25 + .04), 1000 kPa (.25 + .04)
interval (kPa)

= 1000 (.21), 1000 (.29)

= 210 kPa, 290 kPa


